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The Miaodigou 庙底沟 period, which can be dated to the

middle phase of the Yangshao 仰韶Culture (about cal.

6000 BC–cal. 5500 BC), and is regarded as one of the

most powerful period of the 2000-years-long culture,

centered at the joint area of the Shaanxi 陕西, Shanxi 山

西, and Henan 河南 provinces. The Lingbao 灵宝 City

is just in the center of this joint area. Our cooperative

archaeological team thus started a settlement pattern

study project in the Zhudingyuan 铸鼎塬 area, which is

in the center of the Lingbao City, in the spring of 1999.

The Xipo 西坡 site, with a remained area of 40 ha, is

located in the northwest of the Xipo Village, Yangping

阳平 Township, Lingbao City. Two excavations carried

out in the autumn of 2000 and the spring of 2001 at the

site unearthed a number of features including house

remains, pits, pools, as well as rich artifacts such as

pottery, stone tools, and bone tools etc.. The third

excavation, which exposed an area of 650 sq m, had been

conducted from October 2001 to January 2002, during

which the surprisingly large house 2001HLXF105

(simplified as F105) was unearthed, together with pits

and pools of the Yangshao Culture and pits, burials of the

Western Zhou Dynasty.

I. Structure of F105

F105 is located at a highland which is almost in the center

of the site. It was discovered 0.95–1.05 m below the

present ground and is covered by four layers of later

cultural deposit: modern cultivated soil (layer 1), deposit

of the Ming and Qing Dynasties (layer 2), deposit of the
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Western Zhou Dynasty (layer 3), and deposit of the

Yangshao Culture (layer 4) which might have filled in

the ruin of F105 soon after its abandonment. Some

sixteen pits, ten burials, one ditch and one pool of the

Yangshao, Western Zhou and modern periods destroyed

parts of the house. In addition, another Yangshao house

–F104 was just constructed in the south of F105. However,

we still can yield a basic understanding of the shape,

structure of F105 from the remained parts, especially

from sections on the walls of later features (such as the

western and northern walls of burial M131 which broke

F105 in its southern parts) (Figs. 1 and 2).

F105 is a round-corner square semi-subterranean

house, which is 14.9 m from the north to the south, 13.7

m from the east to the west, 0.95–1 m in depth, and 204

sq m in floor area. The sloping doorway, orientating 110

degrees on compass, is at the east side of the house. The

house was established within a “foundation pit,” which

is 19.85 m from the north to the south, 18.75 m from the

east to the west, 2.75 m in depth, and 372 sq m in area.

Three layers of rammed earth–shallow gray earth at the

bottom, gray-white straw-mud in the middle and yellow-

gray earth on the top were found within the pit. The

straw-mud layer includes three sub-layers, each of which

has a smooth surface painted red with cinnabar (HgS).

The yellow-gray layer has five sub-layers, all of which

were rammed solid.

 The floor was paved on the rammed earth layers. It

consists of five layers: layer 1, white-gray fine clay, 0.5–

0.7 cm in thickness; layer 2, lime concretions, 1.5–2.5
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cm in thickness; layer 3 and layer 4, black-gray fine clay

mixed with lime concretions and shell power, 0.15–3 cm

in thickness for layer 3, 0.5–1 cm in thickness for layer

4; layer 5, straw-mud, 3.5–4 cm in thickness. All the

layers are very solid. Their surfaces (except for layer 2)

are painted with mud and cinnabar.

    The remained walls are normally 0.7–0.85 m high,

while the height of the best-preserved north part of the

east wall is 0.95 m. They were originally all covered with

a layer of fine clay (0.1–0.2 cm in thickness) and painted

red with cinnabar. Yet this fine clay and cinnabar painted

surface had peeled off at most parts. The body of the

walls consists of two parts: the inner part and the outer

part, both of which are made of yellow-brown rammed
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earth. The inner part is wider and deeper than the outer

part (0.35–0.7 m in width, 1.85–2.05 m in depth for the

inner part and 0.4–0.78 m in width, 1.25–1.5 m in depth

for the outer part). Thickness of each rammed layer of the

wall (6–12 cm) is similar with that of the foundation pit.

The hangwo 夯窝 (pit left by the rammer) is 4–7 cm in

diameter and 2–4 cm in depth.

Two postholes (D1 and D2), with a distance of 6.65

m between them, were found near the northwest and

northeast corners of the house. D1 is 0.53 m in diameter

and 0.7 m in depth. D2 is 0.6 m in diameter and 0.5 m in

depth. There might be another two near the southwest

and southeast corners which were covered by F104. The

postholes are round in mouth shape, with straight and

smooth walls which had been burnt red-brown. Stones

painted red with cinnabar were found at the bottoms of

the holes. Parts of the stones are covered by the yellow-

gray rammed earth layers of the foundation pit. This

indicates that the stones had been put there after the

paving of the gray-white straw-mud layers. The filling

earth in the holes are brown-red in color, soft, and mixed

with grains and blocks of red burnt-earth. A fragment of

a small-mouth pointed-bottom jar was discovered in D2.

Some 38 postholes were found in the walls. The

original number of them might be 41. They are all round

in mouth-shape, 0.4–0.65 m in diameter, 2.2–2.65 m in

depth, and 1.2–1.6 m between each other. Most of the

postholes have straight walls and gray-white ash of

decayed wood at the bottoms. A layer (3–4 cm in

thickness) of charcoal was found at the bottom of one

hole. Cauldron-shaped or straight-wall flat-bottom post-

pits for setting posts were found at the bottom of the

postholes. Rammed earth was found at the bottoms of

some pits. The filling earth in the pits is soft and gray-

brown in color. Cinnabar was found surrounding the

postholes in some of the pits.

The hearth of F105 was covered by F104. Our

probing shows it is just opposite the doorway, about 0.6

m in depth and has a hard red-brown burnt bottom.

Similar to the hearths of houses F102 and F104, the

Fig. 2 House F105 of the Xipo site
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Fig. 3 Doorway of house F105

bottom, straight-wall round-bottom, oblique-wall flat-

bottom or oblique-wall round-bottom, 0.4–0.7 m in

diameter, 0.3–0.75 m in depth, and 2–3.5 m between

each other. Most of the postholes are round, straight-

wall, flat-bottom, and 0.27–0.54 m in diameter. The

filling earth in the postholes is soft, red-brown in color

with spots. Cinnabar was found in one post-pit.

The filling earth in the semi-subterranean part and

the doorway of F105 is solid, relatively pure and dark

yellow in color, with some ash, grain of burnt earth and

fragments of pottery. Though the earth is nearly 1 m in

depth, it is difficult to recognize sub-layers. It seems that

the earth was intentionally filled in the ruin of F105

within a short time.

II. Artifacts from F105

Only a small number of artifacts were found within

F105. They include fragments of small-mouth jars and a

painted ceramic basin in posthole D2, and a ceramic

vessel stand, a small ceramic plate, a small ceramic cup

and a stone axe in the filling earth.

Ceramic small-mouth jar. Two pieces. F105:1, 4 cm

in mouth diameter, 10.5 cm in remained height, red fine-

clay, double lips, short contracted neck, sloping shoulder,

oblique thin cord pattern under the neck. Marks of clay-

strip forming technique can be clearly recognized from

the inside surface of it (Fig. 4:2). F105:2, 71 cm in

remained height, thin long belly, pointed bottom, thin

cord pattern on the body. Marks of clay-strip forming

technique can be recognized at its inside bottom (Fig. 4:1).

Painted ceramic basin. One piece. F105:3, 26.6 cm

in mouth diameter, red fine-clay, flared rim, round belly,

painted black belt around rim (Fig. 4:7).

Ceramic plate. One piece. F105:4, 6.1 cm in mouth

diameter, red fine-clay, flared mouth, oblique belly, flat

bottom, no decoration on surface (Fig. 4:3).

Ceramic cup. One piece. F105:5, 4.2 cm in mouth

diameter, red-brown sandy-ware, flared mouth, pointed

lip, deep belly, contracted waist, low ring-foot, a circle of

finger made pits near the bottom (Fig. 4:5).

Ceramic vessel stand. One piece. F105:6, red fine-

clay, 5.6 cm in upper mouth diameter, 11.8 cm in lower

mouth diameter, 5 cm in height, decorated by oblique

and cross fine-cord pattern. It might be made from the

neck of a small-mouth pointed-bottom jar (Fig. 4:4).

Stone axe. One piece. F105:7, black in color, rectan-

gular in shape, bi-facial blade with usage marks. Its top

had been damaged, and the remained height is 11 cm

(Fig. 4:6).

hearth of F105 might also be round in mouth-shape, with

straight wall and flat bottom.

The sloping (6 degrees) doorway is in the shape of a

rectangular with straight and smooth walls, 8.75 m in

length and 0.9–1 m in width. Continuous stamping had

made its bottom solid. Some 13 round postholes (the

original number might be 14) were discovered sym-

metrically distributing at the two sides of the doorway.

The two beside the entrance are bigger than others (0.45

m in diameter for the postholes, 0.5 m in diameter for the

pits for setting the posts). A dark-green stone were found

at the bottom of the left posthole. Other postholes are

0.17–0.25 m in diameter and 0.21–0.3 m in depth (Fig. 3).

Some 30 postholes each having a post-pit (the origi-

nal number might be about 37) found around F105

indicate that there might have had a corridor outside the

house. It is in the shape of a square, 24 m from the north

to the south and 21 m from the east to the west. Hence

F105 actually occupies an area of about 516 sq m. Its

front part is wider, 3.55–4.7 m in width. Its side parts are

3–4.05 m in width, and its back part is 2.9–3.2 m in width.

All the post-pits are round in mouth-shape (except for

one which is in the shape of an ellipse), straight-wall flat-
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should not be later than cal. 3500 BC.

The large scale (some 1000 stere earth

had been moved out when dug the founda-

tion pit) complex structure of F105 implied

that it was not an ordinary residential house

but might be an important public meeting

room of the settlement. Cinnabar painted

on the floor, the walls, the surfaces of

rammed earth layers, and in some post-pits,

and even in rammed earth and straw-mud

might be the evidence of primary religion.

The house, which occupied an area of

516 sq m, and with a floor area of 204 sq m,

is by present the largest in the Yangshao

Culture. Furthermore, its corridor is the

earliest example of corridor-architecture in

Chinese architecture history.
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Fig. 4 Pottery and stone tools from F105

1, 2. ceramic small-mouth jars (F105:2, 1)  3. ceramic plate (F105:4)  4.

ceramic vessel stand (F105:6)  5. ceramic cup (F105:5)  6. stone axe (F105:

7)  7. painted ceramic basin (F105:3) (Scales: 1. 1/2; 2, 4, 7. 1/6; others 1/3)

III. Conclusion

F105 is a combination of a semi-subterranean pit and the

corridor on the ground. Based on the distribution of

postholes, we can infer that the square house might have

a pyramid-shaped fully-hipped roof, probably with double

eaves.

The contexts and artifacts of F105 show that it can be

dated to the Miaodigou period. In other words, the house

Note: The original paper was published in Wenwu 文物 2003.8: 4–17 with 21 figures and 1 plate, and written by

Wei Xingtao 魏兴涛 and Li Shengli 李胜利. The present version, an abridgment from the original, is prepared by Wei

Xingtao and English-translated by Li Xinwei 李新伟.


